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ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATIONTHEORY*
This chapter is devoted to the method used by the authors
to solve the elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem for elliptical
contacts (Hamrock and Dowson, 1976a). The problem has been dis-
cussed earlier in some detail and the relevant effects examined
separately, so it remains only to seek a solution that reconciles
the hydrodynamic and elastic equations. The problem isto calculate
the pressure distribution in the contact and at the same time to
allow for the effects that this pressure will have on the properties
of the fluid and on the geometry of the elastic solids. The solution
will also provide the shape of the lubricant film, particularly the
minimum clearance between the solids. Thermal effects are, however,
neglected. The variation of lubricant viscosity with temperature and
the thermal expansion of the lubricant and the solids are not
considered.
7.1 Reynolds Equation
The coordinate system to be used in defining the elastohy-
drodynamic problem is shown in Figure 7.1. The appropriate
*Published as Chapter 7 in Ball Bearing Lubrication by
Bernard J. Hamrock and Duncan Dowson, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
Sept. 1981.
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Reynoldsequationfor the coordinatesystem (_,}) can be written
from equation (5.43)as
@p _(ph) (5.43)a_ a_ + = 12u a_
where u = (u a + Ub)/2 is the mean surface velocity or the
entraining velocity in the _ direction. Letting
X =b, y _- --=_P__
= a' P PO
(7.z)
-q= ' H = R--x'P = E'
we can write equation (5.43) as
a---X k2 _-y : 12U ax •
where U = Uno/E,Rx is a dimensionless speed parameter and
k = 1.03 (Ry/Rx)0"64 is an ellipticity parameter.
Equation (7.2) is a nonhomogeneous partial differential
equation in two variables. This is generally a difficult equa-
tion to solve, and the degree of complexity depends on the form
of the parametric functions p, n, and H and on the boundary
conditons. In elastohydrodynamic lubrication the parameters are
of the most difficult form. Therefore equation (7.2) is solved
by approximate numerical methods. Before proceeding, however,
it is necessary to write expressions for the dimensionless film
mthickness H, the dimensionless density p, and the dimension-
m
less viscosity n.
The influence of pressure on the density of fluids has been
discussed in Section 5.5. From this section the dimensionless
density can be written as
A2PE'
p = i + 1 + B2PE' (5.57)
where A2 and B2 are constants that depend only on the
fluid considered.
The viscosity of fluids has been discussed in Section 5.4,
where attention was drawn to the work of Roelands (1966). For
isothermal conditions the dimensionless viscosity of the fluid
can be written from Section 5.4 as
-(l+p/c)
n = (5.52)
where
n_ = 6.31xi0 -5 N s/m2 (9.i5x10 -9 Ibf s/in 2)
c = 1.96x108 N/m2 (28 440 Ibf/in 2)
nO = viscosity of lubricant at atmospheric pressure
Z1 : viscosity-pressure index, a dimensionless constant
These dimensions should also be used to define the constants in
equation (5.52).
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7.2 Film Shape
The film thickness can be written simply as
h(x,y) = h0 + S(x,y)+ _(x,y) (7.3)
where
h0 : constant
S(x,}) = separation due to geometry of undeformea ellipsoidal-
solids
a(_,y) = elastic deformation
The separation due to the geometry of the two undeformed
ellipsoidal solids shown in Figure 2.18 can be described by an
equivalent ellipsoidal solid near a plane. The geometrical re-
quirement is that the separation of the two ellipsoidal solids
in the initial and equivalent situations should be the same at
equal values of _ and Y. Tnerefore from Figure 7.1 the sep-
aration due to the undeformed geometry of the two ellipsoids can
be written as
S(_,y) (_ - '_b)2 + (_ - _a)2: (7.4)
2Rx 2Ry
where
= constant used to determine length of inlet region
£ = constant used to determine width of siae-leakage region
For illustration the mesh described in Figure 7.1 is used,
where _ = 4 and _ : 2. However, the equations developed are
written in general form.
= Figure 7.2 illustrates the film thickness and its compo-
nents for an ellipsoidal solid near a plane. Substituting
equation (7.4) into equation (7.3) while using equation (7.1) to
make this equation dimensionless gives
.J 2
b2(X - m) 2 a (Y - _) 6(X,Y)H = Ho + + + (7.5)
2R 2 2RxRy Rx
where H0 is a constant that is initially estimated.
The way in which the elastic deformation of an equivalent
ellipsoidal solid near a plane can be calculated has been out-
lined in Section 5.7. Therefore from Figure 7.1 and the results
of Section 5.7 the elastic deformation can be written as
2£'-X_ (_) Xd
_,B(X,y ) 2_/ -- (7.6)
= _ Pi,jDi*,j *
j=l,2,.., i=1,2,-..
where
= number of divisions in semimajor axis
_= constant used to determine length of outlet region
" _= number of divisions in semiminor axis
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i,--l_-iI+1
k 1 2-11/2'_D=b + in .......
• k(Y i) + _2k2 (Y 1_+ _+ 1 2 1/2
+ a + in
_1 + _ 1 _']-II/Z(x_)_ (_-_)_+(x_)._
+ a - in
(7. _,)
Equation (7.8) and Figure 7.1 clarify the meaning of equa-
tion (7.6). The elastic deformation at the center of the rec-
tangular area 69,5 (Figure 7.1) caused by the pressure on the
various rectangular areas in and around the contact ellipse can
be written as
I,ID9,5 + P2,ID8,5 + ... + P35,ID27,5
_9,5 = 2( PI'mD9'4 + P2'mD8'4 + "'" + PBD'mD27'4
\
CZ.8)
7.3 Phi (0") Solution
Having defined the density, viscosity, and film thickness,
we can return to the problem of solving for the pressure in the
Reynolds equation. It is well Known (e.g., Whomes, 1966) that
the dimensionless pressure P of the Reynolds equation plotted
as a function of x exhibits a very localized pressure field
with high values of aP/aX and a2p/ax 2. Such a condition
with high gradients is not welcomed when performing numerical
analysis by relaxation methods. Therefore, to produce a much
gentler curve, a parameter o* is introduced where
0* = PH3/2 (7.9)
The pressure P is small at large values of film thickness H
and large when the film thickness is small. This substitution
also has the advantage that it eliminates all terms containing
derivatives of the products of H and P or H and _*.
Therefore from equation (7.9) ana expansion of terms within
equation (7.2) the Reynolds equation becomes
+ k-__-_ - Rx BX (7.10)
Relaxation methods are usually used to solve equation
(7.10) numerically. In the relaxation process the first step is
to replace the differentials in equation (7.10) by finite dif-
ference approximations. The area to be considered is shown in
Figure 7.1. The relaxation method relies on the fact that a
function can be represented with sufficient accuracy over a
small range by a quadratic expression. With this standard
finite central-difference representation equation (7.10) can be
rewritten as
A_. @* B*. @* C*. ¢* D* @*
z,j i+l,j + 1,j i,j-i + +1,j i-l,j i,j i,j+l
- L* .¢*. - M*
z,_ z,j i,j=0 (7.11)
where
q
Ai,j = 3_i+1,j + _i-l,j
* * 3 *
Ci,j = _i+l,_i+ Ui-l,j
* (_-k) 2 * ,Di,j = (3_i,j+l+ _i,j-l)
, , , (4 2 u* u*L. : 4 (Ui+l,j + ) + 4 ( i,j+l + i,j-l)z,j _i-l,j
2H3/-----_ i+l,j (3Hi+l,j - 4Hi,j + Hi-l,j)
i,j
+ _i,j-z Hi,j-l) [ i,j+l 4Hi,j + 3Hi,j-
Central differences are used in obtaining equation (7,11) be-
cause they produce better estimates than forward or backward
differences. Central differences tend to average; forward and
backward differences tend to "overshoot" and "undershoot" the
value of the function. More details of the derivation of equa-
tion (7.11) are given in Hamrock (1976).
An example of a nodal structure that can be used in evalua-
ting the pressure distribution in an elastohydrodynamic ellipti-
cal contact is shown in Figure 7.3. A nodal structure is con-
sidered to be suitable when the minimum film thickness within
the conjunction aoes not change materially either when addition-
al nodes are placed in the semimajor and semiminor axes or when
the distances from the center of the contact to the edges of the
computing zone are extended. Note that because of the dimen-
sionalization of _ and _ the Hertzian contact area is repre-
sented by a circle of radius unity regardless of the ellipticity
parameter. •
From Figure 7.3 the features of this nodal structure are
= 4, n = 1.15, £ = I.
(7.12)
c= 5,d = 13
Thesevaluesareusedtodefinethenodalstructureformostof
the results presented in Chapters 8 and 9. The only exception
is for a number of high-speed cases when the constant used to
I0
determine the inlet distance m has to be extended from 4 to 6,
with the other values being held constant.
1.4 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The following boundary conditions have been adopted:
(i) At the edges of the rectangular zone of computation
(Figure 7.3) the pressure is zero. This implies that ¢* is
also zero. Specifically this means that along the bottom of
Figure 7.3 -_ *i,1 = O, along the left side @i,j = O, along the
top ¢_,16 = O, and along the right side _67,j = O.
(2) At the cavitation boundary
BP _P
P - _X- _Y 0
This condition, commonly known as the Reynolds condition, is
satisfied by simply resetting @* to zero whenever it occursl,j
as a negative value.
The pressure outside the Hertzian contact area is initially
assumed to be zero, and therefore _* is also equal to zero.
That is, _* : 0 when
(X - _)2 + (y _ _)2 _ 1
The pressure inside the Hertzian contact area is initially as-
sumed to be Hertzian. Therefore from equation (3.5) the initial
-_ value of _>* inside the contact area is
Ii
@. 3FH3/2
2_abE' [i (X _)2 (y _ _')2]I/2.... (7.13)
where
(X- _)2 + (y_ _-)2 < l
7.5 Relaxation Method
Equation (7.11) representsa systemof simultaneous
equations. There will be as many unknownvalues of ¢* as
there are nodal points and equations. This system of equations
can thus be solved by the Gauss-Seideliterativemethod. In
calculatingeach nodal value of ¢* this method uses the most
recentlycalculatedvalues at the surroundingnodes involvedin
the applicationof the finite differenceequation (7.11). That
is, nodal values calculatedon that cycle are used if avail-
able. A cycle is one complete set of calculationsfor all the
nodes in the structure. The conceptof the Gauss-Seidelap-
proach is that the best informationavailableshould be used
insteadof waiting until the next cycle. If subscript n is
the iterantand ¢*i,j is the particularsolutionto be found,
the relaxationformula can be expressedas
12
_* = _* - X _* - A_ _* - B* _*i,j,n+i .i,j,n c i,j i,j i+l,j,n i,j i,j-l,n+l
- C* ¢* - D* ¢* + L* ¢* n_/"*
i,j i-l,j,n+l i,j i,j+l,n i,j i,j, i,j
(7.14)
where i is a relaxation factor.c
Therefore equation (7.14) is used, starting with node (2,2)
and then continuing with (3,2), . .., (M",2) followed Oy (2,3),
(3,3), . .., _,3) and ending with (2,N), (3,N--), . .., (M,N),
where
= (_ + 7)7 - l_ (7.15)J2_-E-I
The relaxation procedure described by equation (7.14) is contin-
ued until
¢* *
i,j,n+l - _i,j,n
_, --< O.l
i,j,n+l
J=2,3,...i=2,3,...
The relaxation method provides values of _ l,j for every
node within the nodal structure. Once a solution has been ob-
tained, the dimensionless pressure can be computed from the re-
lationship
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. -3/2
Pi,j = ¢i,j (Hi,j) (7.16)
With these new values of the dimensionless pressure, revised
values of the dimensionless viscosity, density, and film thick,
ness can be evaluated. Thus the coefficients of equation (7.14)
* * , D_ . * M_(A j' Bi,j' Ci,j 1,3' Li,j' ana l,j) may also change. Ac-
.'
cordingly it is necessary to reenter the relaxation loop. This
process is continued until the following inequality is satisfied:
N M
[Pi_i,n+l- Pi_j,n[ < 0.i
Pi,j ,n+l
j=2,3,.-, i:2,3,..-
7.6 Normal Applied Load and Flow Rate
The initial value of the constant H0 in equation (7.5)
has to be estimated, but thereafter the task is to find the cor-e
rect value. To do this, the integrated normal load must be
evaluated, where
-F = E'ab I P dY dX (7.17) .
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Accordingto Simpson'srule this double integralcan be written
as
_+_-1 5-i_ 1. ___'aU__- _,_,......_n_I _.,' n_ I'._>
where
ql = 0 if i is odd
ql = I if i is even
q2 = 0 if j is odd
q2 = i if j is even
A new value of H0 can be estimatedfrom the following
expressionand the current valuesof H0 and F- and the ap-
plied load:
; I,.91
The film thicknesscan now be recalculatedat each node for the
new value of HO from equation (7.5),and reentryinto the
relaxationprocess is required. This process is continueduntil
the followingconvergenceis satisfied:
" IF- FI <o.ooo5F
_: 15
Once this convergence criterion has been satisfied, the values
of pressure and film thickness in and around the contact are
establisneo.
The mass flow rate per unit wiath in the _ and _ direc-
w
tions shown in Figure 7.1 can be writtenas
q_ = uph - oh3 _P12n a_
These equations can be written in dimensionless form as
: Up--H _H 3 fR_ aPL
- 12-_ _bl ,a---X (7.20)
- 12_ -_ (7.21)
Furthermorethe total flow rates and f]ow angles at any node can
be written as
_2\1/2
= (Q_ + QyJ (7.22)
Ya : tan-i(_i) (7.23)
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7.7 Flow Charts
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 are flow charts for the numerical solu-
tion on the digital computer of the equations developed in the
analysis. Figure 7.4 is the flow chart for the main program.
There are essentially three loops within the main program: the
relaxation loop, the pressure loop, and the normal-load loop.
In the relaxation loop _i,j,n+l is generated. In the pres-
sure loop the new values of *
_i,j,n+1 of the relaxation loop
result in new values of pressure Pi,j,n+1' which in turn re-
sult in new values of film thickness Hi,j, viscosity n"i,a,
and density _i,j" The final loop, the normal-load loop,
ensures that the integrated normal applied load agrees with the
initially specified value.
Figure 7.5 is the flow chart for the film thickness subrou-
tine SUB6. A number of calculations occur only once and need
not be repeated on reentering this subroutine. With each new
pressure distribution the elastic deformation is recalculated,
and this subroutine is left with a new film thickness and there-
fore a new value of _*i,j,n+l"
7.8 Closure
In this chaptera procedurefor the numericalsolutionof
the complete,isothermalelastohydrodynamiclubricationproblem
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for elliptical contacts has been outlined. This procedure calls
for the simultaneous solution of the elasticity and Reynolds
equations. In the elasticity analysis the contact zone was di-
vided into equal rectangular areas, and it was assumed that a
uniform pressure was applied over each area. In the numerical
solution of the Reynolds equation the parameter ¢* equals
PH3/2 where P is the dimensionless pressure and H the
dimensionless film thickness, was introduced in order to ease
the relaxation process. The nodal structure and the boundary
and initial conditions were given and a Gauss-Seidel relaxation
method was used. The computer program has three major loops:
the relaxation loop, the pressure loop, and the normal-load
loop. The last loop requires the integrated hydrodynamic
load-carrying capacity to be in agreement with the applied load
within some specified tolerance. When all three loops converge,
the pressure and film thickness in and around the elliptical
contact area are established.
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SYMBOLS
A constant used in equation (3.113)
. A*, B*, C*,_ relaxationcoefficients|
D*, L*, M* J
" Av drag area of ball, m2
a semimajor axis of contact ellipse, m
a/2_
B total conformity of bearing
b semiminor axis of contact ellipse, m
b/2;
C_ dynamic load capacity,N
Cv drag coefficient
CI,...,C8 constants
c 19,609 N/cm2 (28,440Ibf/in2)
T number of equal divisions of semimajor axis
D distance between race curvature centers, m
material factor
definedby equation(5.63)
De Deborahnumber
d ball diameter,m
number of divisions in semiminor axis
d overall diameter of bearing (Figure 2.13), ma
db bore diameter, m
d pitch diameter, m
e
I
. de pitch diameter after dynamic effects have acted on ball m
d i inner-race diameter, m
d outer-race diameter, m
0
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E modulus of elasticity, N/m2
- _a i - _b
E' effective elastic modulus, - + , N/m2 o
Ea Eb
Ea internal energy, m2/s2
E processing factor
E1 [(Hmi n - Hmin)/Hmi n] x 100
elliptic integral of second kind with modulus (1 - 11k2) I12
approximate elliptic integral of second kind
e dispersion exponent
F normal applied load, N
F* normal applied load per unit length, N/m
F lubrication factor
F integrated normal applied load, N
Fc centrifugal force, N
F maximumnormal applied load (at _ = 0), Nmax
F r applied radial load, N
Ft applied thrust load, N
F_ normal applied load at angle 4, N
_- elliptic integral of first kind with modulus (i - I/k2) I/2
approximateelliptic integralof first kind
f race conformity ratio
fb rms surface finish of ball, m
fr rms surface finish of race, m
G dimensionless materials parameter, :E .
G* fluid shear modulus, N/m2
haraness factor
g gravitational constant, m/s2
2O
gE dimensionlesselasticityparameter,W8/3/U2
gv dimensionlessviscosityparameter,GW31U2
H dimensionlessfilm thickness,h/Rx
, _ dimensionlessfilm thickness,H(WIU)2 = F2h/U2noRx23
Hc dimensionlesscentralfilm thickness,hclRx
H dimensionlesscentralfilm thicknessfor starved
C,S
lubricationcondition
Hf frictionalheat, N mls
Hmin dimensionlessminimumfilm thicknessobtainedfrom EHL
elliptical-contacttheory
Hmin,r dimenslonlessminimumfilm thicknessfor a rectangular
contact
Hmin,s dimenslonlessminimumfilm thicknessfor starved
lubricationcondition
dimenslonlesscentralfilm thicknessobtainedfrom
c
least-squaresfit of data
H'_min dimenslonlessminimumfilm thicknessobtainedfrom
least-squaresfit of data
_c dimensionlesscentral-film-thickness- speed parameter,
HcU-O-5
i
Hmin dimensionlessminimum-film-thickness- speed parameter,
HminU-O'5
" HO new estimateof constantin film thicknessequation
h film thickness,m
hc centralfilm thickness,m
h. inlet film thickness,m
I
21
h film thickness at point of maximumpressure, where
m
dp/dx = O, m
minimum film thickness, mhmin
h0 constant, m
I d diametral interference, m
I ball mass moment of inertia, m N s2
P
I integral defined by equation (3.76)r
I t integral defined by equation (3.75)
j function of k defined by equation (3.8)
J* mechanical equivalent of heat
polar moment of inertia, m N s2
K load-deflection constant
k ellipticity parameter, a/b
approximate ellipticity parameter
thermal conductivity, N/s °C
kf lubricant thermal conductivity, N/s °C
L fatigue life
L adjusted fatigue lifea
Lt reduced hydroaynamic lift, from equation (6.21)
LI,...,L 4 lengths defined in Figure 3.11, m
LIO fatigue life where 90 percent of bearing population will
endure
L50 fatigue life where 50 percent of bearing population will .
endure
J
bearing length,m
constant used to determine width of side-leakage region
M moment, Nm
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M gyroscopicmoment, Nmg
Mp dimensionlessload-speedparameter,WU-0"75
Ms torque requiredto producespin, N m
- m mass of ball, N s21m
m* dimensionlessinletdistance at boundarybetweenfully
flooded and starvedconditions
dimensionlessinlet distance (Figures7.1 and 9.1)
number of divisionsof semimajoror semiminoraxis
mW dimensionlessinlet distanceboundaryas obtainedfrom
Wedeven, et al. (1971)
N rotationalspeed, rpm
n numberof balls
n* refractiveindex
constantused to determinelengthof outlet region
p dimensionlesspressure
PD dimensionlesspressuredifference
Pd diametralclearance,m
p free endplay,m
e
PHz dimensionlessHertzianpressure,Nlm2
p pressure,Nlm2
Pmax maximum pressurewithin contact,3Fl2_ab,Nlm2
isoviscousasymptoticpressure,Nlm2
Piv,as
Q solutionto homogeneousReynoldsequation
- Qm thermal loadingparameter
dimensionlessmass flow rate per unit width, qnOlPoE'R2
qf reducedpressureparameter
qx volume flow rate per unit width in x direction,mEls
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qy volume flow rate per unit width in y direction,m2/s
R curvaturesum, m
Ra arithmeticalmean deviationdefined in equation (4.1),m "
Rc operational hardness of bearing material
Rx effective radius in x direction, m
Ry effective radius in y direction, m
r race curvature radius, m
r }ax' rbx' radii of curvature, may, rby
rc' _c' z cylindrical polar coordinates
rs' es' _s spherical polar coordinates
r defined in Figure 5.4
S geometric separation, m
S* geometric separation for line contact, m
SO empirical constant
s shoulderheight,m
T TO/Pmax
T tangential (traction)force, N
Tm temperature,°C
* ball surfacetemperature,°CTb
T_ average lubricanttemperature,°C
AT* ball surfacetemperaturerise, °C
T1 (_O/Pmax)k=l
Tv viscous drag force, N
t time, s
t a auxiliary parameter
uB velocity of ball-race contact, m/s
24
u velocityof ball center,m/sc
U dimensionlessspeed parameter,nou/E'Rx
u surfacevelocity in directionof motion, (ua + Ub)/2, m/s
" _ number of stresscycles per revolution
au slidingvelocity,ua- Ub, m/s
v surface velocityin transversedirection,m/s
W dimensionlessload parameter,F/E'R2
w surface velocityin directionof film, m/s
X dimensionlesscoordinate,x/Rx
y dimensionlesscoordinate,y/Rx
Xt, Yt dimensionlessgroupingfrom equation(6.14)
Xa' Ya' Za externalforces,N
Z constantdefinea by equation (3.48)
Z1 viscositypressure index,a dimensionlessconstant
~ 71"
X, X,
Y' _' _' _i_ coordinatesystem
I
~ T, _iJ
Z, Z,
pressure-viscositycoefficientof lubrication,m2/N
aa radius ratio,RylRx
S contact angle,rad
_f free or initialcontact angle,rad
S' iteratedvalue of contactangle, rad
F . curvaturedifference
y viscousdissipation,Nlm2 s
total strain rate, s-1
Ye elasticstrain rate, s-1
iv viscousstrain rate, s-1
25
Ya flow angle, deg
total elastic deformation, m
_* lubricant viscosity temperature coefficient, °C-I
6D elastic deformation due to pressure difference, m .
6r radial displacement, m
at axial displacement, m
ax displacement at some location x, m
a approximate elastic deformation, m
elastic deformation of rectangular area, m
€ coefficient of determination
€I strain in axial direction
€2 strain in transverse direction
angle between ball rotational axis and bearing
centerline (Figure 3.10)
_a probability of survival
n absolute viscosity at gauge pressure, N s/m2
n dimensionless viscosity, n/n 0
nO viscosity at atmospheric pressure, N s/m2
n= 6.31xi0 -5 N s/m2(O.0631 cP)
o angle used to define shoulder height
A film parameter (ratio of film thickness to composite
surface roughness)
x equals 1 for outer-race control ano 0 for inner-race "
e
control
Xa second coefficient of viscosity
xb Arcnard-Cowking side-leakage factor, (i + 2/3 _a )-1
xc relaxation factor
26
coefficientof slidingfriction
.* _/_
Poisson'sratio
. _. divergenceof velocityvector, (aulax)+ (avlay)+ (awlaz),s-1
p lubricantdensity,N s21m4
dimensionlessdensity,P_PO
P0 densityat atmosphericpressure,N s2/m4
o normal stress,Nlm2
oI stress in axial direction,Nlm2
T shear stress,Nlm2
TO maximum subsurfaceshear stress,Nlm2
shear stress,Nlm2
_e equivalentstress,Nlm2
TL limitingshear stress,Nlm2
ratio of depth of maximum shear stress to semiminoraxis of
contactellipse
_* pH312
_1 (_)k:l
auxiliaryangle
_T thermal reductionfactor
angular location
4£ limitingvalue of
£i absoluteangularvelocityof inner race. rad/s
£o absoluteangular velocityof outer race, rad/s
angularvelocity,rad/s
mB angularvelocityof ball-racecontact,rad/s
mb angularvelocityof ball about its own center,radls
27
mc angularvelocityof Dall around shaft center,radls
w ball spin rotationalvelocity,rad/s
s
Subscripts:
a solid a
b solid b
c central
bc ball center
IE isoviscous-elasticregime
IR isoviscous-rigidregime
i inner race
K Kapitza
min minimum
n iteration
o outer race
PVE piezoviscous-elasticregime
PVR piezoviscous-rigidregime
r for rectangulararea
s for starvedconditions
x,y,z coordinatesystem
Superscript:
(--) approximate
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